I3 Possible Revision Suggestions

I3 Task Force

1. Improve Communication in the I3 Process

Suggestions for improving:

A. The individual I3 chairs meet with the I3 coordinator, and relevant MIT personnel after the initial video submission in 15-20 minute appointments.
   a. The I3 chairs will be able to defend their work, and express what they want to convey.
   b. The admin will have had time to review each submission, be able to bring up major problems with the video, and have suggestions on how to adjust the video.
   c. Instead of just “change this scene at 2:04,” there will be an actual discussion about content, context, and questionable clips and scenes.

B. Keeping dorm government in the loop
   a. If problems arise, I3 chairs, I3 coordinator, and Adam should turn to the dorm government
   b. Dorm Gov can be middle man to help discuss questionable content/unresponsive I3 chairs, and represent the dorm values and ideas

2. Change the Task of the DormCon I3 Coordinator

From our current dorm con constitution:

Section 4: I3 Project Coordinator
The I3 Project Coordinator shall be the undergraduate point-person for all aspects of the Interactive Introduction to the Institute (I3) Project. The I3 Project Coordinator shall be responsible for meeting with and communicating project parameters and deadlines to individual dormitory I3 Coordinators, overseeing the lending of video cameras to dormitory I3 Coordinators, and editing all material to be included. The I3 Project Coordinator shall work closely with DormCon, relevant MIT personnel, dormitory Housemasters, individual dormitory I3 Coordinators, and relevant outside vendors to ensure the successful completion of the project. The I3 Program Coordinator shall be appointed by a majority vote at the first DormCon meeting of the spring semester, or as soon as possible thereafter, subject to the approval of relevant MIT personnel. The appointee must be a member of DormCon. This position may be held jointly by two members of DormCon.

Proposed change:

Section 4: I3 Project Coordinator
The I3 Project Coordinator shall be the undergraduate point-person for all aspects of the Interactive Introduction to the Institute (I3) Project. The I3 Project Coordinator shall be responsible for meeting with and communicating project parameters and deadlines to individual dormitory I3 Coordinators, overseeing the lending of video cameras to dormitory I3 Coordinators, working with dormitory I3 coordinators to make necessary edits to material, and communicating the needs of the dormitory I3 coordinators to DormCon and relevant MIT personnel. The I3 Project Coordinator shall work closely with DormCon, relevant MIT personnel, dormitory Housemasters, individual dormitory I3 Coordinators, and relevant outside vendors to ensure the successful completion of the project. The I3 Program Coordinator shall be appointed by a majority vote at the first DormCon meeting of the spring semester, or as soon as possible thereafter. The appointee must be a member of DormCon. This position may be held jointly by two members of DormCon.
### 13 Possible Revision Suggestions

#### 1. Improve Communication in the 13 Process

Suggestions for improving:

**A.** The individual 13 chairs meet with the 13 coordinator, and relevant MIT personnel after the initial video submission in 15-20 minute appointments.

a. The 13 chairs will be able to defend their work, and express what they want to convey.
b. The admin will have had time to review each submission, be able to bring up major problems with the video, and have suggestions on how to adjust the video.
c. Instead of just "change this scene at 2:04," there will be an actual discussion about content, context, and questionable clips and scenes.

**B.** Keeping dorm government in the loop

a. If problems arise, 13 chairs, 3 coordinator, and Adam should turn to the dorm government
b. Dorm get can be middle man to help discuss questionable content/unresponsive 13 chairs, and represent the dorm values and ideas

#### 2. Change the Task of the DormCon 13 Coordinator

From our current dorm con constitution:

**Section 4. 3 Project Coordinator**

The 3 Project Coordinator shall be the undergraduate point-person for all aspects of the Interactive Introduction to the Institute (3) Project. The 3 Project Coordinator shall be responsible for meeting with and communicating project parameters and deadlines to individual dormitory 3 Coordinators, overseeing the landing of video cameras to dormitory 3 Coordinators, and adding all material to be included. The 3 Project Coordinator shall work closely with DormCon, relevant MIT personnel, dormitory Housemasters, individual dormitory 3 Coordinators, and relevant outside vendors to ensure the successful completion of the project. The 3 Project Coordinator shall be appointed by a majority vote at the first DormCon meeting of the spring semester, or as soon as possible thereafter, subject to the approval of relevant MIT personnel. The appointee must be a member of DormCon. This position may be held jointly by two members of DormCon.

**Proposed change:**

**Section 4. 3 Project Coordinator**

The 3 Project Coordinator shall be the undergraduate point-person for all aspects of the Interactive Introduction to the Institute (3) Project. The 3 Project Coordinator shall be responsible for meeting with and communicating project parameters and deadlines to individual dormitory 3 Coordinators, overseeing the landing of video cameras to dormitory 3 Coordinators, working with dormitory 3 coordinators to make necessary edits to material, and communicating the needs of the dormitory 3 coordinators to DormCon and relevant MIT personnel. The 3 Project Coordinator shall work closely with DormCon, relevant MIT personnel, dormitory Housemasters, individual dormitory 3 Coordinators, and relevant outside vendors to ensure the successful completion of the project. The 3 Program Coordinator shall be appointed by a majority vote at the first DormCon meeting of the spring semester, or as soon as possible thereafter. The appointee must be a member of DormCon. This position may be held jointly by two members of DormCon.
3. Change the i3 Guidelines

A. Modify "explicit content or language" to "PG-13 appropriate content and language"
   a. dorm i3 chairs and Admins have an agreed and widely accepted baseline for what is
      considered explicit content/language
   b. PG-13 guarantees that the video will be acceptable for parents and younger siblings 13+
   c. Anything banned in a PG-13 movie, is not ok for the i3
      http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Motion_Picture_Association_of_America_film_rating_system
   d. exceptions to the "PG-13" bench mark: banned instigate activities such as drug use,
      underage alcohol consumption, excessive violence, etc.
   e. Should not be taken as the absolute rules -- rather basic base points to give both students
      and admins perspective on appropriate content

B. Modify "Anything illegal, immoral, or offensive." to "Anything illegal, immoral, or offensive. Questionably illegal, immoral, or offensive content can be brought to a
   discussion with the individual dormitory government, the dormitory i3 coordinator, and
   the relevant MIT personnel."
   a. Here again we have this idea of getting the student gvt involved to help discuss
      questionable content and represent the dorm values and ideas
   b. dorm gvt can work with admin, i3 chair, and i3 coordinator so that they all reach an
      agreeable solution -- not just a forced solution
   c. Questionable content will not just be discarded - allow for discussion

C. Add "Smoking cigarettes in Public areas such as public lounges, hallways, and other
   illegal areas."
   a. added to make sure that i3 coordinators make sure not to film this
   b. Smoking can be shown outdoors, in student rooms, and private lounges where smoking is
      permitted